A powerless on-the-spot detection protocol for transgenic crops within 30 min, from leaf sampling up to results.
The requirement of power-dependent instruments or excessive operation time usually restricts current nucleic acid amplification methods from being used for detection of transgenic crops in the field. In this paper, an easy and rapid detection method which requires no electricity supply has been developed. The time-consuming process of nucleic acid purification is omitted in this method. DNA solution obtained from leaves with 0.5 M sodium hydroxide (NaOH) can be used for loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) only after simple dilution. Traditional instruments like a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplifier and water bath used for DNA amplification are abandoned. Three kinds of dewar flasks were tested and it turned out that the common dewar flask was the best. Combined with visual detection of LAMP amplicons by phosphate (Pi)-induced coloration reaction, the whole process of detection of transgenic crops via genetically pure material (leaf material of one plant) could be accomplished within 30 min. The feasibility of this method was also verified by analysis of practical samples.